AURIGO PERMITTING PRODUCT

Products in our Business
Operations product line include:

Make your life easier with
automated permitting

Real Property Management

Whether you’re managing permits for water use, airways,
driveways, special events, or construction projects for
commercial or residential buildings, you benefit greatly
from standardizing and automating your permit application,
approval and management processes.

Permitting
Advertising
Claims Management

However, each type of permit is different, with unique
information required and different teams responsible for
approvals and oversight. Incomplete data, lost forms and
slow response rates frustrate everyone involved, including
your constituents.

Aurigo’s SaaS Permitting product includes:

Centralized Permitting
Hub:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Permit application
Permit issuance
Permit inspection
Permit approvals
Payment processing
Permit log
Full audit trails

Online Portal:

Integrations:

Visual Mapping:

• Online application process
with automated routing to the
correct department or person

• Integrates with existing
permit application website
• Payment processing
integration
• Two-way ESRI ArcGIS
integration

• GIS mapping & visualization
• Document and visualize permit
and inspection site locations

Permit Templates:
• Configurable templates with
specific data requirements for
each type of permit
• Configurable validation rules
• Easy template selection

Workflow Automation:
• Configurable permit approval
workflows
• Enforceable approval rules
• Multilevel approvals
• Configurable notification
alerts

We are excited to use Aurigo’s enterprise cloud and mobile products to drive greater efficiency,
collaboration and automation.”
– DAVID WOOLRIDGE | Chief IT Manager, Nevada DOT
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AURIGO PERMITTING PRODUCT

BENEFITS

Aurigo’s cloud Permitting product helps teams at cities, counties, states and
public agencies collect better data and streamline the permitting process.
• Decrease processing time and respond to applicants
faster with business process automation across every
stage of the permit process – from the time it arrives
via a citizen portal until the time you issue the permit,
inspect the property, and process the payment.
• Delight constituents with an easy online portal to
request permits and inspections, make payments and
check the status of their applications.
• Eliminate paper forms using electronic permit forms
and automated approval workflows.

• Ensure applications have complete information
every time with comprehensive data validation
rules configured for each type of permit’s specific
requirements.
• Streamline inspections and get notes directly from
the field with mobile inspection reports.
• Make more informed decisions with a full history
of every location, visual GIS mapping, site historical
activity, payment and other relevant data all on one
screen.

Aurigo’s online Capital Planning product is part of the broader Aurigo Masterworks
Cloud suite. Aurigo helps cities, counties, states, agencies and businesses plan, build
and maintain their capital programs, infrastructure and facilities.
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